
Don’t Tell Me What To Do!

Influence Without Force



Agenda

● Brief Intro - why me? 
● A Project Manager Experience
● L - E - A - D - E - R
● Q&A and Summary



Why Me?



The Project Manager Experience

At times overwhelming - so many hats!



L - Learn



L - Learn

Leaders are looking, listening and learning constantly.

● A leader looks for ways to stay sharp, innovative and creative to keep self and team ahead.
● It may be from the least suspecting source that great ideas spring.
● It may also be the least suspecting supporter that breaks apart a project, a team.

(Leaders develop self first. They Look to build trust, listen to understand and connect.  They learn by looking ahead and 
thinking out of the box. )



E - Empower



E - Empower

Leaders ask themselves?  

● Have I shared the vision? The aspirations? 
● Have I shared tools to accomplish the task? 
● What else do they need - training?  Support?
● Have I shared words of encouragement? 
● Have I given them the freedom/authority to complete the task they are responsible for?
● Have I checked in to ensure they are on the right path?



A - Appreciate



A - Appreciate

Some simple ways to show appreciation:

● Say “thank you”.  Even better, be specific about what you are saying thank you for.
● Recognize milestones: births, marriages, personal accomplishments
● Offer Flexible days
● Pay for lunch
● Do fun team activities together, outside of the office!
● What are some other ideas?



D - Decide



D - Decide

Decision Making:   Collect the info you need.  Seek insight.  Consider the possible outcomes.  
Decide.  Monitor.  Repeat if necessary.

Making decisions and delegating are two areas a leader needs to get comfortable with.

Confidence is key - it helps to build trust in you as a leader.  What are some confidence building 
boosters?

● Toastmasters International - Communication & Leadership Skills
● Improvisation Classes



E - Exemplify 



E - Exemplify

Do the right thing, even when no one is watching

The first person you lead is YOU.

Action speaks louder than words.  People HEAR your words and LISTEN to your actions.



R - Review



R - Review

Feedback is ongoing and from both sides.   Not just at the end of the year (performance review) or 
end of project, as the opportunity to make changes is too late.  

A few ways Leaders can offer Feedback:
● Verbally at time of incident (positive/negative (best done in private))
● Written (informally or formally)
● Performance Review

“Leaders who don’t listen will eventually be surrounded by people who have nothing to say.” Andy 
Stanley.



Summary



Summary

You don’t have to be born a leader, you can become a leader.  These principles can be developed: 

Always Learning, Empowering others, Appreciating others, making Decisions, Exemplify, Review.  

You make the choice, you can demonstrate the qualities of a good leader and become one; 

remember you have a limited timeline to do so.  I encourage you to start sooner than later.  The 

world, YOUR world, needs you.


